Alaska Association of Harbormasters and Port Administrators

RESOLUTION NO. 2009-01

A RESOLUTION OF THE ALASKA ASSOCIATION OF HARBORMASTERS AND PORT ADMINISTRATORS IN SUPPORT OF CLEAN HARBORS IN ALASKA

Whereas, the Alaska Association of Harbormasters and Port Administrators recognizes that clean harbors are a key element of enjoying Alaska’s natural beauty; and

Whereas, efforts to reduce and eliminate marine debris are essential to maintaining clean harbors; and

Whereas, the development of concepts, principles and procedures will facilitate the efforts to reduce and eliminate marine debris,

Now therefore be it resolved by the Alaska Association of Harbormasters and Port Administrators, a commitment to reducing harbor debris and an obligation to implement best management practices for environmentally-friendly harbor operations; and

Be it further resolved, the Alaska Association of Harbormasters and Port Administrators supports the development of concepts, principles and procedures that will lead to the implementation of a Clean Harbors program in Alaska.

Passed and approved by the membership of the Alaska Association of Harbormasters and Port Directors in Kodiak, Alaska on this 21st day of October 2009.

ATTEST:

Kim Elliot, Executive Secretary